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SUIvINARY
The nature of solutions of the autonomous equation
is considered. Trajectories in the (x,�) phase plane are given
for various combinations of signs of the b and c parameters.
It is well known that limit cycles can occur if and
are both positive. Limit cycles are shown to occur if cl and
c3 have opposite signs, and their stability is investigated.
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General Introduction
This report is one of a series dealing with dynamical
sys terns satisfying second-order non-linear differential
eQuations (see Babister, 1972 and 1973). In this report we
consider the nature of solutions of differential equat i.ons
of the form
,...
d_c,x f(x) dx g(x) 0'dt2
-l- rr r- =
where
fex) bO b2x
2
=:: +
and
g(x) == c x + c x31 3
where bO� b2, cl and c are real constants.3
(1)
(2)
(3 )
For given values of these parameters, the solution of
(1) depends only on the initial conditions. Here x can be
thought of as the displacement at time t. We shall consider
both the variation of x ,·Ii th t and also the traj ectories
in the (x,�) phase plane. EQuation (1) thus relates to
the free vibration of a dynamical system ,>lith a cubic restoring
force and a non-linear damping force.
\ve shall be particularly interested in those cases in
whi.ch self-sus tained os cillations or limit cycles occur. If
c3=0 and bO and b2 have opposite signs, equation (1)
reduces to the Van der Pol equation, which is a familiar
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example of an autonomous system that possesses limit cycles.
vie shall show that limit cycles are also possible if c3*0.
Physical examples of such oscillations (or clos ely related ones)
occur in the analysis of the transient response of large
amplitude motions of aircraft (Shinbrot, 1954) and missiles
(Nurphy, 1960).
There are a number of very general theorems con cerntng
the p rop er t i.es of au t.cnomous sys terns such as that defined by
(1) (see Sansone and Conti, 1964, and I.evinson and Smith, 1942).
However it is generally assumed that g(x) is an odd function
of x with xg(x) >0 for all x=l=O. Such a condition does
not necessarily apply in the pitching motion of an aircraft.
We shall therefore consider the nature of solutions of
(4)
or the equivalent plane autonomous system
dx
dt
= y,
�
.
2
C x3= - (bO+b2x )y - clx -dt 3
for all combinations of sign of the b and c parameters.
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Any periodic solution of (5) is represented by a closed
curve in the phase plane, and this curve intersects the x
axis twice (at points corresponding to the maximum and minimum
values of x on the closed curve). Also, since x and y
are related by (5), if a trajectory in the phase plane does not
cut the x axis, it must be an open trajectory, which starts at
infinity at t = - CD and ends at a point at infinity at
For the system considered, the point x=0 is an equilibrium
position .. In the (x,i) phase plane, the origin is a
singular point. By considering the signs of the coefficients
in (4), we find that this point is a focus (or node) if
cl > 0 and a saddle point if c1< O. The focus at 0 will be
stable or unstable according as bO "> or < O. As shown
by Loud (1964), the focus becomes a centre if bo - b2 = 0
(wi th cl > 0) ..
If both and have the same sign, this is the only
real singular point. However, if clc3<0' (5) has two
other singular points at x = ± �-cl/c3 • On putting
x= z+y, (4) becomes.
= O. (6)
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( 6) reduces to
o. (7)
From (7) we see that the points x=t � -cl/c3 will both be
foci (or nodes) if cl< 0 and will both be saddle points
if cl > o. These foci will be stable or unstable according
J'.1ore generally, from (6), we see
that any equation of the form
+ ( 8)
in which B2 and C3 are not both zero, can be put in the
same form as (4) with real coefficients on letting x = z+y
where
y Bl/2B2 = C2/3C3
and
In (4), put x = aX, t = �T, where a and � are
constants.
Then
(9)
- 5 =
Thus, if (4) has the solution x = � (t), with x=xO' y·=yo
at t=o, (9) has the soluti.on X = 0.-1 � (�T), with
X=xo/o. and dX/dT = �yo/o. at T = O. Thus, if (4)
has a periodic solution, (9) with any non-zero 0. and �.
will also have a periodic solution. We note that a variation
in the value of 0. merely affects the non-linear terms in
(9). If 0. is replaced by -0., (9) is unchanged but the
initial values of X ru1d dX/dT both change sign. Thus any
solution of (9) has a corresponding solution in which, at any
time T, the value of X is of equal magnitude but of
opposite sign; thus, in the phase plane, if x(t), y(t) is
a solution of (5), so is -x(t), -y(t). In particular, if
(5) has a periodic solution, which is represented by a closed
curve encircling the/origin and passing through the point
(x,y) in the phase plane, it is readily· shown by topological
.I
argument that the point (-x, -y) also lies on this curve
I
(L efs chetz, 1957). Thus any clos ed curve for the sys temI
I
(5), which encompasses the origin, will have equal and
opposite intercepts on the x axis (and also on the y axis);I
/
as we shall show, for certain values of the parameters b and
c, (5) can have periodic solutions which do not encompass the
I
origin. Again, if 0.=1 and �= -1, the coefficients bO and
b2 in (4) become -b and -b2, and the variation of X0
with T is identilcal with that of x with (-t). Thus the
positive semi-trajectory (T >0) in the X plane is the
,I
same as the negat�ve semi-trajectory
I
/
/
(1"<:0) in the x plane.
I
numerical solutions
I
/
Scaling f�cpors were used in the
f
I
I
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given in this report, many of which were calculated on
Glasgow Un�versity's analogue computer (PACE). The computer
calculations wer-e carried out for the equation
30.16 C-,X
)
o (10)
vii th the numori caj, va.Lu ec of the b and c parame tera being
less than or equal to 1. Thus the solutions were performed
in real time (�=l) with a scaling factor n=4. The
magni tudes of the initial conditions wer-e then never greater
than unity.
In part 1 of this report we discuss the riatur-e of
solutions of the differential equation (4) with c3=0, and
in part 2 we deal with the case c3*0. Po'r ease of
reference the various cases arc set out in table 1.
.. 1 -
TABllE 1
Index to discussion of solutions of
••
(bO +
2 •
c x3x + b2x )x + clx + 3 = 0
Para. Case b2 c1 c3 General remarks
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"
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PART 1
Non-linear differential equations of the form
1.1 Introduction
\{e consider solutions of the e:quation
(11)
or the equivalent system
•
(
J (12)
x = y
y = -
and are real constants. In particular we
shall show how the nature of the solution depends upon the
initial conditions at time t=O.
1.2 Systems with zero stiffness (cl=O)
Case 1
•
x+bx=O
o
•
(13 )
Equation (13) is a linear differential equation. The
general solution and the trajectories in the phase plane were
discussed in the previous report (Babister, 1973).
- 9
Case 2
(14)
Equation (14 � has a firs t integral
•
x =
1 1 [3 bO 3J- 3' b2F (x) = - 3' b 2 x + 3 b2 x - A (15)
where A is a constant.
If A'=\: 0, we factorise the r.h.s. of (15) in the form
) 3 bO 3 ( ) 2 A2) ('16)F(x = x + 3 b x - A = x-AS (x +ASx + Q
2
where
(17)
9 being real. -
From (16), if ° < 93< 4, the cubic equation F(x)=O
has only one real root x=A9. The general solution of (15)
is then
/
/
+
39 fi tan-l
'
p
where B is a constant. As can be seen from (16), this
solution alwByf} holds if bO/b2 > ° and A =1= 0. ' If
- 10 -
bO > 0, b2 > 0 and A = 0, the general s oLu t i.on of (15) is
2 bO
= - log I x I + � log (x + 3 b).
2
(19)
If bO=O and A=t=O, from (17), 9 = 1 and the general
solution of (15) is
1 I � I J 1 (2 A A2) + .'-:;-3 tan-l 2x+A . (20)= - �og x-�. + 2-og x + x+ V)
J3A
If bO=O and A=O, the general solution of (15) is
(21)
If bO/b2 <, 0, the cubic equation F(x)=O can have
one or three real roots, depending upon the value of A
(or Q). This is shown in fiLrure 1, in which the variati-on
of F(x) with x is shown for bo/b2 = -1. If (-b A2/b »41/32 0
the cubic still has only one real root and equation (18) is
still valid.
(-b2A2/bO) = 41/3
9=41/3, (16) becomes
If from (17), 93 = 4 or vii th
and the general solution of (15) is then
(22)
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where B is a constant and 9 = 41/3.
has three real roots A9, A91 and A92, with 9 > 41/3
and 91 and 92 both negative. The general solution of
(15) is then
We see from (16) that 91 and 92 are the roots of
If bO< 0, b2 > 0 and A=O, the general solution of (15) is
From (15) we see that the trajectories in the phase
plane are arcs of the cubic curves
(23)
(24)
(25)
as shown in figs. 2 - 4, in which y/b2 is plotted against
- 12 -
If YO = 0, x will remain
constant for all values of t·, the phase plane curve is
then a point. Thus there is a whole line of equilibrium
points along the.x axis. In general from (26), when
x = 0, y From (18) - (21), if and
Yo i= 0, x � A& as t .� co.
will tend to one of the roots of :b'(x) = 0 as t-)o:>. As
sho\ffi in figure 4, some trajectories may be of finite length,
commencing at one root of F(x) = 0 and ending at another
root (this root being either the largest or the smallest
root of F(x) = 0). Along a given trajectory, y (=i)
does not change sign. We note that the solutions are
bounded as t·� c:c for all values of bo/b2•
Case 3
o. (27)
On putting t = -T, (27) becomes
(28)
which is of the same form as (14). Thus the integral
curves for this cas e are found by applying a time s ca.l i.ng
factor � = -1 to those of case 2. The trajectories in
the phase plane are given by (26), the point (x, y/lb21)
in figures 2-4 being transformed into the point (x,-y/lb21)
... 13 -
for systems having the same values of bO/b2; in addition,
the arrows on the curves should be reversed@ Thus, in this
case, the solutions of (27) are unbounded and divergent as
t ��, except for those cases in which F(x)=O has three
then tend to a finite value (corresponding to that root ;1/'rlich
real roots; certain trajectories (of relatively small amplitude)
is neither the largest nor the smallest of F(x)=O).
1.3 Sys terns wi th damping and pos i tive s tit' fnes s
Case 4 b2 = 0, "i > 0
0 ..
Equation (29) is a linear differential equation. The
general solution and the trajectories in the phase plane
were discussed in the previous paper (Babister, 1973)G
Case 5
0 ..
�his is a particular example of Lienardfs equation
0, •
x + f(x)x + c1x = 0
in which f(x) is continuous for all finite x and 01
is a positive constant. The existence of periodic
solutions of (30) or (31) is equivalent to the existence
of cycles in, the "phase plane.
(29)
(30 )
( 31)
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In general (30), or (31), has no firs� int-egral, but some
very general results are known relating to solutions of these
equations, or to those of the equivalent system
•
x = y 1 (32)
For such a system all the points of the (x,y) phase plane
are reg�lar, with the exception of the origin.
If f(x) is identically zero, the curves in the phase
plane are concentric ellipses, given by
2 2
clx + y = constant; ( 33)
none of the curves is a limit cycle.
If rex) t 0, the slope of the curves in the phase
p'l.an e is given by
� = - f(X) - cl ; (34 )
From (34) we see that, if rex) is everywhere positive
(except, possibly, for x=O), all the curves in the phase
plane cross the cu:rves of the family of ellipses (33) in the
inward direction, and approach the origin as a limit as
This is shown for equation (30) in figure 5,
in which y/ �l is plotted aga'ins t x for b =0, b2/· CCl = 1.-" 0 'J "i
He see that the curves spiral round 0; every mo tion is
- 15 -
clamped out and no p er i.o d i.c motion exis t.s , Similarly if
f(x) is every\ihere negative (except, possibly, for x=O),
all traj ectori es go to infini ty as t -7" co"
If f(x) is not of invariable sign, self·-sustained
oscillations may o ccur , Thus, if bO < 0 and b2 > 0
(with cl > 0), on putting x::: �X, t::: BT, where
;-------�
a. == V - bo/b2 and � = l/JC;_ > 0, (30) reduces to Van der
POllS equation
d2X _bO 2 dX(1 - X-) dT + X == 0,dm2 + r::.1
V c1
whi ch has one limit cycle, whi ch is stable if bO< O.
This is a closed trajectory (or poisson stable trajectory)
surrounding the singular point at 0, as shown for equation
(30) in figure 6, in which -J'-b2/bocl y is plotted against
J -b2/bo x for bol.�::: - 1 .. We note that, here,
f(x) is negative for �-b2/bo I x 1< 1 and positive for
V -b2/bO I x I > 1; that is, the system has negative
damping for .J ...b2/b� I x 1< L The limit-cycle divides the
phase plane into two regions. Trajectories which start
near the origin spiral away from it towards the limit cycle;
those which start far from the origin also spiral in towards
the s am e cy cLe , Thus all motions of the system tend ,·lith
increasing time to a single periodic solution, represented by
( 35)
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the regular limiting trajectory.
If cl is positive (=w2) and the other parameters of
(30)are small, the oscillatory behaviour of the system can
be examined by Krylov and Bogoulioubov� s method of the firs t
approxima t.i.on , We write the solution of (30) in the form
x = .A sin X
where 'X = (Dt + ¢, and .A and ¢ are bo th functions of t ,
It can be shown that if the changes in the amplitude A and
phase ¢ during a cycle are taken to be small, the rate of
change of A vTi th time is given by
•
A (37 )
From (37) , wh.an thp. steady state is reached A = 0
and thus A 0 or 2 J -bo/b2• 'rhus if bO and. 1) r) 0,)"0C.
(30) ,·,ill have a limit cycle in the (x,�) phase plane of
amplitude 2 �0/b2' Hore generally, from (30), it can
be shown that the equation of tho limit cycle is of the form
f {/b2- bO x, ( 38)
From figure 6 vie Gee that, if bO/';-;;_ is not small,
the limit cycle departs from the near-circular shape, but
the maximum and minimum x ampli tudes are still approxi.mately
- 17 -
As shown by Urabe, the x amplitude of the
limit cycle varies little even with extremely high damping,
the cycle becoming more elongated in the y direction
(for a given value of bo/b2) ; on the y axis, the slope
of the phase pLane trajectories is ely/dx == -bO" The
variation of the y amplitude with damping is shown in
figure 7 (which is based on Urabe's results); it can be seen
that at high values of the damping, ./-(b2/bO c1) Ymax
increases almost linearly with bO/ {;;_ .. For such values
of the damping, the maximum and minimum y amplitudes are
The method of the first approximation shows that, for
small values of the damping, the phase ¢ is const��t and
thus the period T is 2'lt/� " Urabe has shown that
the period increases monotonically with the damping. For
high values of the damping, the period T is approximately
The periodic solution is stable provided that
b < 0
o
Case 6 b2 < 0, cl > O •
..
x +
On putting t; -T, (39) becomes
( 39)
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+ = 0 (40)
which is of the same form as (30). The integral curves for
this cas e are found by applying a time s caling factor
p = - 1 to those of case 5.
all the phas e plane traj ectories diverge to infini ty as
If bO > 0 and b2< 0 (with c1 > 0), there is
one limit cycle, which is unstable. The cycle is a closed
trajectory and forms the boundary of a simply connected
domain in the phas e pl an e , Trajectories starting at
points within this domain spiral in to the origin (the
damping is always positive if ./-b2/bO Ixl.c:::.: 1), whereas
all trajectories in the region outside this domain diverge
to infinity.
The self-sustained oscillations we have just
considered in cases 5 and 6 also occur in systems in which
the damping coefficient involves
•
x and
. 3
x • Thus the
system
Z -! o (41)
. ,
becomes identical with (30) on differentiating with respect
to t and putting
,
x = z. More generally, any equation of
the form
o (42)
... 19 .,.
can be reduced to Lienardts equation (31). On putting
z .. a.Z, t '" I3T, where and
(41) reduces to Rayleigh's equation.
d2Z bO
-+--
dT2 h
which has one limit cycle which is stable if bO < 0"
As above, this is a closed trajectory surrounding the
singular point at O. Equation (41) was first discussed
by Lord Rayleigh in 1883, in connection with vibrating
systems subject to dissipating forces. As Rayleigh shoved,
no steady vibration is possible unless bO and b2 have
different signs.
Using the method of the first approximation we can
show that, if cl is positive and the other parameters
of (41) are small, the amplitude of the almost circular
limit cycle in the (z,z) phase plane is 2.J-bo/b2C1G
The amplitude of � (= x) varies very little from this
value with extremely high damping, the cycle becoming more
elongated in the z direction (see also Briggs and Jones�
1953).
The physical reason for the occurrence of a limit cycle
for syst.ems satisfying either Rayleigh's equation or Van. der
Pol's equation can be seen by considering the energy function
E defined by
(43)
- 20 �
(44)
Differentiating (44) with respect to a.nd us ing (31) Ive
obtain
d n
2
d� = - f(x) (d�)
Now the total increase in energy in 8, cycle is z ero , i.eo
the enerE';Y supplied to the system balances that di s sip at e d ,
From (45) we see that, for this to be possible, fex) must
change sign as the system performs the cy c t i c oscillation.
1.-4 Sys terns wi th damping and Ylcgative stiffness
Case 7 b2 = 0, "i <: O.
o (46)
Equation (46) is a linear differential equat ion , The
general solution and the tra;j ectories in the phas e plane
were discussed in the previous paper (Babister� 1973).
Case 8 b
2
> 0, "i <. O.
o (47)
Due to the change in the sign of c1, the traj cctaries in
the (x,�) phase plane are very different from those of case
5. By examining the linear tcrmo in (47) we find that the
origin 0 is the only a i.ngul ar- po i.n t and is a s audLe point
(this corresponds to an unstable 1)08i tion of equilibrium).
All the trajectories tend to infinity as t --» co, with the
exception of the two trajectories (two separatrices of the
singular point 0) which converge on the origin�
Case 9
••
:x: +
On putting t = -T, (48) becomes
which is of the same form as (47)6 Thus the integral curves
are found by applying a time scaling factor � = -1 to those
of case 8e All the traj ectories tend to infinity as t� co,
with the exception of the two arms of the singular point O�
(48)
(49)
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PART 2
Non-linear differential equations of the form
••
x +
2.1 Introduction
He consider solutions of the equation
. , 2 • 3
x + (bO+b2x )x + cl x + c:zx = 0:;
or the equivalent system
(50 )
3
c:zx
) 1 (51)
x = y,
and are real constants
The point 0 is an isolated singular point for this system.
As in part 1, we shall show how the nature of the solution
•
depends upon the initial conditions x = xO' y = xo = yO
at t = O.
2.2 S_ystems with cubic-lavl stiffness (cl = 0, c3 > 0)
Cas e 10 b
2
= 0, "i = 0, c 3
> 0
(52)
1,'Ie first consider the equation
- 23 -
with (53)
The general first integral of (53) is
( 54)
where y = i and A is a positive constant (or zero).
The general solution for x can be expressed in terms of
Jacobian elliptic functions. vie find
where B is an arbitrary constant. The nature of the
solution is most easily seen in the (x,y) phase plane (fig. 8)
in which y/ �3 is plotted against x, for bO=O. We
see that the trajectories are all closed curves (cycles)
surrounding 0, which is a centre; there are, however,
no limit cycles (this also follows since the system is
conservative)" From (55), the period is 4K(2AC3)
- 1/4,
where K is the complete elli'ptic integral given by
K = F (� , -1-) = 1.8541.
2[2
For the trajectory passing through the point (xo,o), the
Thus the period is inversely
proportional to the amplitudes in x.
If bO > 0,' (52) has no general first integral. However,
as in case 5 above, it can readily be shown that all the curves
- 24 -
in the phase plane cross the curves of the family (54) in the
Lnward direction, and approach the origin as a limit as
Every motion is damped out and no periodic motion
exists. If bO <, 0, all trajectories go to infinity as
Cas e II
t.
o (56 )x +
or the equivalent syst�n
y (,- ,v? )-T- U -I L ').' J(I '-- 1 (57)X ::: ;'1,
There is in general no first integral. However, in certain
circumstances, a: particular integral can be found. Thus,
if bOb2 = c3, (56) has the particular integral
(58)
The corresponding trajectories in the (x,y) phase plane are
straight lines converging on o (since b > 0).o putting
u = � + bOX, we see that (56) becomes
2
u + b2ux == O. (59)
It can be shown that no trajectory crosses the line
Trajectories to the right of this line (in the
first, second and fourth quadrants) turn in towards 0,
= 25 =
having a common 'tangent along Ox at 0 .. Similarly for
trajectories to the left of this line&
Again, if bob2 = 303, (56) has the particular integral
(60)
or , in the phase pLane ,
1 3
y <= ... -3 b')x '"L
"no: see that (' 'i'ith
u + b,<u. = 0,
\,
which gives the first integral of (56) in the form
(61)
where C is an arbitrary oonstant� Thusp with bO > 0 and
303' the trajectories tend to merge with the cubic
1 3
y = - � b2x as t increases.curve
Equation (56) is a particular case of the more general
equation
� + f(x)� + c x3 = 03 (62)
or the equivalent system
x = y !'
1 (63)if "'-' ;f(:x:)y .. c3x3s -
- 26·-
The case in whi ch f(x) is identic�lly zero was
considered above (case 10), and it was"shown that the curves
in the phase plane were concentric quadrics, given by (54).
By precisely similar reasoning to that of para. 1.3, it can
be shown that, if f(x) is everywhere positive .(except,
possibly, for x = 0), all the curves in the phase plane
cross the curves of the family of quadr�cs (54) in the
Lnward direction and approach the origin as a limit as
'I'hus , if in (56) bO �O, �very mo tLon is damped
out and no periodic motion exists. In p�rticular, no limit
cycl es occur for the sys tem (57) if bO and b2 are both
positive. This result also follows frofll BendixsQn' s theorem
(Bendi�son, 1901).
If f(x) is not of invariable sign, p�riodic solutions
and 1imi t cycles may occur, the soLu tLon in the phase plane
being bounded for As in cas e 5, if b -c 0a
and
b2 > 0, (56) has a positive damping term if Ixl ·i5 large
and a negative one if Ixl is small, On putting x = a.X,
t = sr, where a = N� and �.� j:��/�:�� > 0,
(56) reduces to
d2X 2 dX 3
-2 + �bO (1 - X ) CiT + X = O.
dT
(64)
As shown by I,evinson and Smith (1942), l;>y means of a
topological method, (64) has one and o�ly one lim! t cycle,
which is stable if bo<: O. This ifi ehown, for equation
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(56), in figure 9, in whi ch (-b2Y/bO .{c-3) is plotted
against �/b� x for bO 'V �.b2/� As in case 5,
the limit cycle divides the phas e t pLan e into t vo regionse
Tra,j ectori es wh i.ch s tart near the origin spiral m<Jay from
it ul timately becoming asymptotic to the limi t cycle; thos e
which start far from the origin also spiral in towards the
same cy cl ea
rrhe general shape of the L'i.m i, t cycle is similar to Lhat
for the Van der pol equation; the maximum x amplitude differs
For given values of bO
and b2, the maximum y ampli tude is increased; this is to
be expected since, for small values of x, the stiffness
term c3x3 has much less effect on the slope of the limit
cycle than the corresponding term ClX in e.ru a t Lon (-"0).:L \, � "
"Ii th zero damping, as in case 10, the period is
if the damping is small, the period is
As Hi th the Van der Pol
equation, the period increases 'ill} t.h the damping (as shown in
figure 10) �
Cas e 12 b�<' O� c1 '" Of c� > 0- L .-'
"
C b 2)' c3x3x + 00+ 2x x + '" 0 (6,,\./J
On putting t �T, (65) becomes
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(66)
Thus the integral curves C&� be found by applying a scaling
factor � = -1 to those of case ll� If bO � 0, the
trajectories tend to infinity as t increases. If
bO > ° and b2 < 0, there is an unstable limi t cycle.
Trajectories which start inside the cycle spiral in towards
the origin (ltlhi c11 is a s t ab I 0 focus); thos e whi ch start
outside the cycle go off to infinity. Linear trajectories,
corresponding to the particular intcflral (58), occur for
c,,_
)
2.3 Systems "lith cubic-la1:l sLiffness (cl 0,c3<0)
Case l:5 0, c7 < °
)
° (67)
We first consider the equation
o \-lith (08 )
�he general first iLtc[ral of (68) is
A (69)
where y:; x and A is a cons tan t 6 As in case 10, the
general solution for x can be expressed in terms of
Jacobian elliptic functions & 'vie find
"" 29 "
c" 1/4
1.==�'( �)X -I" - 2A tn (u � l/ .i2) dn (u , l/ f2), (A > 0) ('70 )
where
(11)
and
1. + °3 1/4
x
""' - (21) en
r-: 1/4
\(2AC3) (t+B)�
....
1/ J2J · (A< O)� (12)
In (70), the n.ega.t i.ve sign. on the r�h.,8€1 gives a solution
for which y is ahrays positive� and the positive sign
gives one for itlhich y is always negative , In (72)" the
positive sign on the r.h",s" gives a solution fo!' which x
is ah"ays positive and the negative sign gives one for which
x is always negati 8. In (71) and (72)� B is an arbitrary
constant" The nature of the solutions is most easily seen in
the (x� y) phase plane (figure ll)� We see that in general
the trajectories tend to infinity as t increases, except
for the two arms of the separatrix (.A "" 0) which are part
of the parabolas s »
+ �C3 x2 �
If bO 1= O� (67) has no general first integral. However,
as in case 7 above , it can readily be shown that all the curves
in the phas e p'l ana t end to infini ty as t� m, wi th the
exception of the two trajectories (two separatrices of the
singular point 0) which converge on the origin"
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Case 15
o (73)
or the equivalent system
y
(74)
x y
On putting t '1' ('7:') b-, ::' e c o me s
o (75)
Thus the integral curves for case 15 can be found by applying
a scaling factor � = -1 to those of Case 14.
There is in general no first integral. However, as in
Case 11 above, a particular integral can be found if bOb2 = c3,
or if the corresponding integrals being given
by (58) and (60). It is readily shown that the origin is a
saddle point of the system (74); all the curves in the phase
plane tend to infinity as t � ± ro, with the exception of
the two trajectories (two separatrices of the singular point
0) which converge on the origin.
2.4 Systems with cubic stiffness (cl > 0, c3 > 0)
As pointed out in the general introduction, if both
and are positive, the origin 0 is the only real
singular point. The trajectories in the phase plane are
similar to those discussed in pa.ragraph 1 .. 3, an d , as we shall
see below, lirni t eyel es can occur m
Cas e 16 c'" > 0
./
(76)
We first consider the equation
..
(77)x +
The general first integral of (77) is
"" .A (18)
where
y :: X
&�d A is a positive constant (or zero). As in paragraph
262, the general solution for x in terms of t can be
expressed in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions@
\{e find
(79)
where C is the positive root of
"\
2 C2I\. = cl + c3
arid B is an arbi tra.ry cons tan t" We see bhat the general
form of (79) is similar to that of (55) .. The tra.jectories
in the phase plane are all closed curves (cycles) surround.ing·
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0, which is a centre; hcwev er , there are no limit cycles.
From (79), the period is 4K/r... wh er e K is the complete
elliptic integral given by
If bO'* 0, (76) has no general first integral. As
in Case 10, it can readily be s hown that, if bO > 0, all
traj ectori es in the phas e plane approach the origin as a limi t
as t �o:>; if "o < 0, all trajectories go to infinity as
t �. 0:>.
Cas e 17
C X) 0-l-
3
= ( uO )
or the enu iva.l ont 2y�',tO:!1
x y
(81 )
This is the most general case of (50) considered so far.
Equation (80) has no first inteeral; this equation is of the
form
� + f(x)� + g(x) = ° (82)
vTi th g(x) an odd function of x and xg(x) > ° for all
x",*o. The case f(x) = ° has been dealt with in case 16.
If f(x)-tO, the slope of the curves in the phase plane is
given by
- 33 '"'
-Ii == � f(x) - �.
From (83) 1:1e see that if f(x) is €nrerywhere positive
(except, possibly, for x = O)g all the curves in the
phase plane cross the simple closed curves of the family
(78) in the inward ddreo t i.on and approach the origin as a
1 imi t as t -.� 00 "
is no t o:f Lnvart ab I (;1 sign" 5 -<t '::ustained
oscillations may occur , Thus�if 00<0 and b2>0, as
shown by l,evinson and Smith (1942) by means of a topological
method, the sys tern (81) has one and only one limit cycle,
'which is s tabLe , This closed curve surrounds the singular
point; O� as shown for equation (80) in figure 12, for the
values I.P.L
is �� unstable focus� As in case 5� trajectories which start
near the origin spiral away from i<� towards the limhi cycle;
those wh i.ch start far from the origin also spiral in towards
the same cycle"
Case 18
On putting t - - T, (84) becomes'
:: 0
whi ch is of the same form as (80) e The tntegral curves for
( 83)
o
( 84)
(85)
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this case are found by applying a time scali�g factor
r = -1 to those of case 17. If b0 � 0, wi th b 2 < 0,
all the phase plane trajectories diverge to infinity as
If b > 0
o
and b2< 0, there is one limit cycle,
which is unstable (as in case 6).
2�5 Systems with cubic stiffness (cl > 0,
For these systems there are three singular points, at the
origin 0 and at the points x =
+ l-c1/c3,
points both being saddle points (if c1 > 0).
s.how below, limit cycles can occur.
these latter
As we shall
Cas e 19
(86 )
VIe first consider the equation
(87 )
The general first integral of (87) is
2 2
Y + cl x A ( 88)
where
.
y x
and A is a coris tan t , As in paragraph 2.2, the general
solution for x in terms of t can be expressed in terms
of Jacobian elliptic functions. vfe find
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1
x
tn (u , k ) d.n (u , k ) , (A ;::: - c I 2/2 c 7. )� J (89 )
whare
and
x
(90)
where C is the smaller positive root of
anel
x ==
(9l)
where C is the larger positive root of
l 4 2
-2- C 3
C + "i C A
and
k2 2- 1 - 2 (cl/C3C ),
1
X
+ c/- cn l� ( t+B) , (_A/C2� 2)-2 J ) (11.< 0)==
where C is the positive root of
(92)
,
}i.
and
In equations (89) - (92), B io an arbitrary constant.
The
phase plane solutions are given in figure 13.
lile see that
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there is a region surrounding 0 foro which cyclic traj ectori es
are possible� This region is bounded by the separatrices
PAQ, O)3P (_ihich represent trajectories commencing at one
saddle point and ending at the other)e All trajectories
outside this region go off to infinity as t increases
(except the two arms of the separatriccs which terminate at
the saddle points).
If bO1= 0, (86) has no general first integraL If
bO > 0, there is a stable focus at O. As shown in figure
14, the trajectories are of two types. Thos e wi thin the
region PAQ, F'BQi (bounded by the separatrices of the saddle
All trajectories
outside this region go off to infinity as t increases. If
bO < 0,0 is an unstable focus, and all trajectories go off to
infinity as t increases.
Cas e 20
(9
This case has mWly similarities with that of the previous
one (with da�ping present). Equation (93) has no general
first Ln t egral , If bO:> 0 the origin 0 is a s tabl e
focus, and (as shown in figure 15, in which bO:= 0, b2 = l,
c1 := 1, c3 = -1) trajectories within the region PAQ, P1BQ'
converge on 0 � If bO < 0, 0 is an unstable focus" From
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(93) we see that, in this case� the system has negative damping
for small values of Ixl and positive damping for large Ixl0
Now, for small values of c3, the system (93) can be
considered as a perturbed Van der pol equationp and� by the
theory of analytic continuation (Urabe, 1967), the perturbed
system will have a unique limit cycle, which is stable if
bO < 0 and b2 > 0, and which lies in the neighbourhood. of
that of Van der Pol's equationo
From the analogue computer results it was found that limit
cycles could occur for For l.arger
negative values of c3, all the trajectories went off to
infinity as t increasede
Case 21
The integral curves for this case are found by applying
a time scaling factor p = -1 to those of case 20. If
bO > 0 limit cycles occur, provided that (boC3/b2C1)< 1/5.
However, in this case, the limit cycles are unstable
(0 is a stable focus if bO > 0) e
2e6 §ystems with cubic stiffness (cl<: o� 03 > 0)
For these systems, there are three sin�llar points@ at
the origin 0 (a saddle point) and at the points
As shown below, limit cycles can o ccur ,
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Case 22 b2 = 0, �l < 0, c3 > 0
-
•• .
c x3x + bOx + clx + 3 = 0
We first consider the equation
The general first integral of (95) is
2 2
y + 01x +·it
4
c"'x = A
)
•
where y = x and A is a constant .. As in paragraph 2.5,
the general solution for x in terms of t can be express cd
in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions.
vIe find
2)lJ� A > 0
where C is the positive root of
)·c c4,> � +
�,
)
and
)..,2 =
A = 0 ( \
-( c,
2
/2c7.)<:: A< 0
- :;
where C is one of the positive roots of
and
In eq_uations (96) - (98), B is an arbitrary co nn t an t ,
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The phase plane solutions are given in figure 16. We
see that, if bO = 0, there are outer cyclic trajectories
for A > 0 which enclose the origin and the two centres at
cyclic trajectories which enclose one of the centres. The
figure 8 curve OPOQO, for which A = 0, is a separatrix
for the system (it represents trajectories which start and
finish at the saddle point 0).
If bO� 0, (94) has no general first integral. If
bO > 07 there are stable foci at x = t J -cl/c3, to
which all traj ectories tend as t �oo (except for the two
trajectories which terminate at the saddle point 0); if
bO< 0, there are unstable foci at x = ± {-cl/c3; all
the traj ectories go to infinity as t -+ 00 (except for the
two trajectories which terminate at the .s addl e point 0) I'>
Case 23 b 2
> 0, cl <, 0, c 3
> 0
It 2 •
c x3x + (bO+b2X )x + clx + = 03
or the equivalent system
•
x = Y
II 2 3
y = -(bO+b2x )y - "ix - c3x •
(99)
I (100)
There is in general no first integral. However, in certain
circumstances, a particular integral can be found. Thus
(99) has the particular integral
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(101)
if
o (102)
The corresponding trajectories in the (x,y) phase plane
are straight lines, converging on 0 (since b2/c3 > 0).
Hore generally, if bO 3 0 vIi th b2 > 0, the traj ec t.o r i cs
converge on the stable foci (or nodes) at the points
x = t J -c1/c3 (apart from the two traj ectori OS which
terminate at the saddle point 0). If bO -< 0, the foci
�
(or nodes) may become unstable. From (99) we see that, in
this case, the system has negative dampLng for small values of
I x I and positivc damp ing for large I x I. liOvl, for small
values of the SY8 tern (99) can be cons idered as a
perturbed form of equation (56). 13y the theory of analytic
continuation (as for case 20), we find that, if c3 > 0, the
system (100) with b <: 0o w.i Ll, have a stable limit cycle
for small values of An upper bound to the values of
(-cl) for which limit cycles occur is established by noting
that, as shown above, (100) has linear trajectories passing
through the origin if equation (102) is satisfied. This is
the curve POG shown in figure 17, in which the coordinates
It can be shown, from (100),
that if x has the dimensions of length, these coordinates
are non-dimensional, and the equation of [my closed trajectory
can be written in the form
... 41 �
(103)
From the analogue computer results it was found that
limit cycles could occur throughout the region of the
(cl,c3) plane to the right of the curves OC and OE
(figure 17), but not to the left of these curveso If the
equations of these curves are written in the form
(104)
the variation of � with C1/b02 is shown in figure 18.
It can be seen that � is practically constant for the
curve OC and for all values of
uni ty on the curve OE. Thus OC and OE are linea.r
boundaries for most of their length, for the range of values
investigated, their slopes being approximately - 1/5 and
The system
(100) with bO« 0, has two unstable foci (or nodes) for
values of and in the region BOD. For such values
of and there is one stable limit cycle; this is
shown in figure 19 for bO = ..1, b2 = 1, cl = ...1 and 03 = 1,
together with the corresponding curve for c1 = 08 For this
range of cl the maximum x amplitude of the limit cycle
differs only slightly from Figure 20 shows
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a trajectory in the phase plane for bO�= -�, b2 � 1, cl = -1,
In this case the corresponding point in figure 17
lies on OD and the system has weak unstable foci.
For values of and in the region DOH, the
system (100) with bO<' 0 has t wo stable foci (or nodes)
at x::
+ l-cl/c3$ If the corresponding points in figure
17 lie in the region DOE, there is ono outer stable limit
cycle and also an inner unstable cycle surrounding each foci.
Figure 21 shows the trajectories in the phase plane for
For initial conditions
.
x = - 1.4, x = 0 the trajectory spirals round and converges
on the focus at x 1.05, whereas for the initial conditions
x = - 1 .. 5, x 0, the trajectory tends towar-ds the outer
limit cycle. The unstable limit cycle lies between these
two trajectories.
In the region DOE, as c3 decreases (for given
J.. •
a nega 1,1 ve
value of cl) , the outer stable limit cycle has an
increasingly slender wai s t (and its period increases) until,
as c3 passes through the critical value (corresponding to
points on the line OE), the outer and inner limit cycles
merge to become a stable - unstable curve, passing through
the saddle point at the origin. This Ls comparabl e with
the case of the undamped system (bO and b2 zero) considered
above (case 22). For further decrease of (in the region
EOH) no limi t cycles occur, all the tra;jectorim3 converging
on one or other of the foci.
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Cas e 24
The integral curves for this case are found by applying
a time scaling factor � = -1 to those of case 23. If
bO > 0 and b2 -< 0, the stable cycles of case 23 become
unstable and vice versa. Thus in this case the system has
two inner stable limit cycles for values of and in
the region DOE in fib�re 17, together with an outer unstable
cycle. These stable limit cycles enclose the corresponding
foci ± /-c1/c3, as shown in figure 22. As these foci
become more unstable (for points near OE), the inner and
outer limit cycles become nearer to one another and to the
origin, finally merging as stated above.
2.7 Systems with cubic stiffness (cl< 0, c3 < 0)
For these systems, the origin 0 is the only real
singularity and is a saddle point.
Case 25
(105)
We first consider the equation
with (106)
The general first integral of (106) is
(107)
where
y == x
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and A is a constant. As in paragra.ph 2.3, ....the genera.l
solution fo� x in terns of t cem be expressed in terms
of Jacobian elliptic functions • 'vIe find
1
x
..; (_ -ti)1/4 tn(u,k) dn(u,k) (A > 0) (108)
Hhere
and
2
k �.. +
X := (109)
where C is the positive root of
cnd
'j
Ie"-
In (108)
�h8 for� of theBe solutions l3 j�cntical with tn�t of
an d (92). HO\-lever, un l .i.ko cas c 19, tl,crn L:j n o Lnn er
�he nature of tho Golutions is most easily
seen in the (x,y) phase plane (figure 23). .As in cas c 1 3,
in general the traj ectories tend to infini ty as t incroas os,
except for the two arms of the separatrix (A = 0) which a�c
parts of the curves
y
" 4
" C ... x
)
.,. 45 -
If bO "* 0, (105) has no general first integral. As
in case 7, it can readily be shown that all the curves in the
phase plane tend to infinity as t � � , with the exception
of the two trajectories (two separatrices of the singular
point 0) which converge on the origin.
Case 26 b 2
> 0, c1":::::' 0, c 3 < 0
Case 27 b 2 < 0, cl < 0, c 3< 0
(110)
or the e�uiva1ent system
x = y
(Ill)
On putting t = -T, (110) becomes
(112)
Thus the integral curves for case 27 can be found by applying
a scaling factor f3 c �l t.o those of case 26.·
There is in general no first integral. HOVleVerg
as in case 22� a particular integral can
be found if
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It is readily s hown that the origin is a saddle point of the
system (Ill); all the curves in the phase plane tend to
infini ty as t �:t �".,i th the exception of the two
traj cctories (two n cp ar-a tr i.c os of the singular point 0) '<Thiel
converge on the origin.
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